3M™ M*Modal CDI Collaborate™
•

Generates worklist priorities that drive CDI team consistency and efficiency

•

Streamlines the query and review workflows

The 3M advantage

Connected workflows drive quality and revenue integrity

Integrated workflows for document
creation and improvement close
the loop between clinical care and
revenue integrity.

A complete, accurate clinical story is a strategic necessity—essential to
supporting patient care, quality outcomes, compliance risk management and
revenue integrity. But it’s not sustainable for clinical documentation integrity
(CDI) teams to manually read every document in a patient’s chart to confirm
every diagnosis and treatment. In fact, this manual searching is the primary
reason many CDI departments cannot review all encounters and review
specific episodes only.

Users can launch the 3M™
Codefinder™ from 3M CDI
Collaborate, passing in existing
codes and patient demographic
information. The resulting codes
and DRG information are passed
back to 3M CDI Collaborate upon
completion.

3M CDI Collaborate is a cloud-based CDI solution used to enhance chart
review and query workflow. This technology driven, workflow management
solution streamlines clinical documentation workflow by giving users a
single access point to all encounter information. CDI Collaborate has the
capability to sort and subsequently focus on priority encounters, generate
query templates and track communication/activity within each encounter.

CDI worklist prioritisation and workflow
management
3M CDI Collaborate helps to prioritise chart review and query
workflow by providing auto-generated worklist. It eliminates much
of the manual decision making for which cases should be reviewed
for clinical documentation integrity.
Continually updated CDI worklists, templates and other tools
streamline the query process with clinicians and provide a robust
interface to manage and correct documentation discrepancies.
CDI managers can also use reporting tools and a sophisticated
search functionality to quickly identify priorities and spot trends to
improve performance.

3M™ M*Modal CDI Collaborate™

Our combined strength
250+ million
clinical documents
pass through 3M’s
systems every month

250,000+ clinicians

use 3M speech technology

4,000+ hospitals
rely on AI-powered
solutions from 3M

2,000+ facilities

send data through 3M’s
Clinical Discovery Engine
every day

200+ EHRs

certified for 3M
conversational
AI and CAPD.

Call Today
For more information on how 3M solutions can assist your organisation,
contact your 3M sales representative, call us toll-free:
Australia: 1800 029 706, or visit us online at www.3M.com.au/his
New Zealand: 0800 444 639 or visit us online at www.3M.co.nz/his
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